Crossing the Line (Blackwolf Hot Shots Book 3)

Jennifer Hoyt rushes to her brothers side
when hes injured fighting wildfires in
California. Hes the only family she has.
The first person she encounters when she
reaches the hospital is her brothers best
friend, Chris Bonner. As long as theyve
been friends, Chris has gotten Jason into
one scrape after another, scrapes Jennifer
has had to pull them out of. Chris was the
one who convinced Jason to be a hotshot
firefighter. She unleashes her frustration
and fear on the younger man, who doesnt
flinch. Instead of being the troublemaker
shes always known, he becomes her rock
as they work together to help her brother
heal. The more she gets to know him, the
lower her resistance to his charms. Can she
really fall for her brothers best friend?
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